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we have changed the default name of the cmake directory to be
cmake, to emphasize its nature as a project system, instead of a
simple configuration file. all our projects now automatically get

created with this name. changing the default directory name also
leads to the directory structure not matching cmake conventions.

that is why the cmake directory additionally contains a
cmake_install.cmake file, which is used to create this directory

structure and to setup automatic rebuilding. most of the components
in intellij idea ultimate 2016.3.1.1 are licensed under the terms of
the apache license version 2.0. the license appears in the license

file. the full text of the license is included in the file license-2. a copy
of the license is also included at the project's home page. the license

file specifies the required copyright notices, a plain-text copyright
notice, and a more detailed license disclaimer. when you install a

copy of intellij idea ultimate 2016.1 from the project's home page, a
license file is included with the license text at the end of the

unzipped.. ide itself, but all of the ides components are licensed
under the apache license version 2. only the native tools are

licensed under the mit license. ide can be upgraded to a newer
version that is released after 2016.1, but this is not currently

supported. edit configuration make changes to project settings. to do
this, you can either edit the project with edit configurati command-
line editor or edit the project’s.idea folder using a text editor. the
project settings allows you to make changes to the project’s build,

run, and run-configurations. these in turn can be configured for
either debug or regular execution.
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in this video, we show how clions
parameter hints and type hints

help with reading and
understanding c++ code, using a

practical example. parameter
hints give the developer useful
additional information about

function calls, while type hints
show deduced types in many

different contexts. we show the
various available features and
configuration options that will
help you work more effectively
with hints in clion. 00:00 intro

00:19 sample application 01:12
parameter hints 02:30

emplace_back example. hints for
non-const references 03:07

disabling parameter hints and
exclude list 04:01 type hi last

week we started the clion 2020.3
eap which introduced ctest, some
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misra checks, clang completion
snippets, and a brand-new set

execution point debugger action.
today we are happy to share a
fresh new eap build with you!
build 203.4203.24 is available

from our website, via the toolbox
app, or as a snap package (if you
are using ubuntu). back in 1989, a
young software engineer named
david smith began working on an

idea for a new programming
environment at a small computer
company called psystar. the idea

of a new programming
environment had been popular for

some time, but with all the
different languages, compilers,

and tools available on the market,
it had always been too much for

one person to successfully
manage. users, on the other hand,

preferred to use their primary
language of knowledge on their
primary platform of choice, such
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as c/c++ on a c++ compiler on a
mac. with 20 years of

development under its belt,
codewarrior has become a stable,

versatile environment that the
codewarrior team still uses at all
of their current jobs. over the last

several years, codewarrior has
steadily grown in terms of

features and performance, while
remaining a truly cross-platform

environment. 5ec8ef588b
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